Introduction
Models play a cornerstone role in Model-Driven Engineering (MDE). The use of models opens up new possibilities for creating, analyzing, and manipulating systems through various types of tools and languages. Each model usually addresses one set of related concerns, and transformations between models provide a chain that enables the automated development of a system from its corresponding models. Model transformation specification, implementation, and execution are the major parts of this process. Furthermore, model transformations may also be realized using models, and are, therefore, an integral part of a model-driven approach.
Model transformations need specialized support in several aspects in order to realize their full potential for system modelers, transformation developers, and tool vendors. The problem goes beyond having specific languages to represent model transformations; we also need to understand the key concepts and operators supporting those languages, their semantics and their structuring mechanisms and properties (e.g., modularity, composability, and parameterization). In addition, model transformations can be stored in repositories as reusable assets, where they can be discovered and reused. There is also a need to chain and combine model transformations in order to produce new and more powerful transformations. Moreover, they need to be fully integrated into software development methodologies supported by appropriate tools and environments.
The objective of this special section is to provide a representative sample of advanced research emerging from the field of model transformation. The selected papers provide an overview of current open issues and identify potential lines for further research.
Scope
The second edition of the Model Transformation (MT) Track at the ACM 22nd Annual SAC meeting was dedicated to these topics. It was held on 11-15 March 2007, in Seoul, Korea, and was hosted by the Seoul National University and Suwon University. The Track brought together researchers and practitioners to share experiences in using model transformations and to explore the practical problems of existing languages, tools, and environments for transforming models. This track was very successful. Seventeen papers were finally accepted for presentation, covering a wide range of issues: definition of model transformation languages; refactoring and modularization; and use of model transformations in specific domains, such as Web applications and software architectures [1] .
reviewers' comments and scores, and the quality of their presentations at the Track. The authors of these papers submitted an extended version that was considered for publication in this special section. The papers underwent a thorough peer review process, using two rounds of reviews, and all papers were refereed by at least three well-known experts in the field. The reviewers were also members of the − Zoltán Balogh and Dániel Varró, in their paper "Model Transformation by Example Using Inductive Logic Programming" show how model transformation by example can be effectively realized by using inductive logic programming. Model transformation by example is a novel approach in MDE to derive model transformation rules from an initial prototypical set of interrelated source and target models, which describes critical cases of the model transformation problem in a declarative way. In their paper, the authors automate this approach by using inductive logic programming, which aims at the inductive construction of first-order clausal theories from examples and background knowledge.
These three papers contribute in different aspects to the area of model transformation, from its foundations to the potential benefits it may bring to the emerging field of MDE.
